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Damkhi said the report includes both technical
issues and political responsibilities, adding that the
minister of public works has so far been very slow in
implementing the recommendations. He called for
holding the minister accountable in case the recom-
mendations are not implemented.

The lawmaker warned that floods will happen
again in winter if the sewage network is not repaired
and necessary infrastructure is not completed, adding
that Sabah Al-Ahmad, one of the worst affected by
the floods, will be hit again if repairs are not complet-
ed. Damkhi said the investigation was very compre-
hensive and the committee sought help from the
Engineers’ Society and the Audit Bureau, which was
asked to conduct technical studies on loose gravel,
the Mangaf bridge and Sabah Al-Ahmad area. He
attributed the criticism against the committee to the
fact that it was straightforward and transparent to
make sure that such violations are not repeated in the
coming years.

Anti-graft body
refers official...
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when his shoulder was injured as he was wrestled to
the ground by Real Madrid’s Sergio Ramos in the 3-1
loss in the 2018 Champions League final in Kiev. He
scored twice in four matches in Cairo, both goals struck
with unerring precision, but rarely looked at his peak
surrounded by an Egyptian supporting cast far more
limited than he is accustomed to at club level.

But Salah also, uncharacteristically, made headlines
off the pitch after offering a degree of support for dis-
graced teammate Amr Warda, who was banished from
the squad over sexual harassment allegations only to
later be recalled - with Salah at the forefront of appeals
for his reinstatement. One of the most popular Twitter
hashtags in the wake of Salah and others defending the
midfielder was “National team of sexual harassers”.

Salah faced a backlash from many users after saying
Warda deserved a “second chance” and that “shunning
is not the answer”. Many of Salah’s fans noted his hypo-
critical line of argument. He has made a point of speak-
ing up for women in the Muslim world, and in an April
interview with Time magazine he vehemently defended
their rights in the region. Shouldering the weight of

expectation of nearly 100 million Egyptians, hoping for
a fourth title in five editions as hosts, Salah found himself
a capable ally in Mahmoud ‘Trezeguet’ Hassan, the
team’s standout performer in the group stage.

But he too wilted as the pressure intensified once the
tournament moved into the knockout phase, spurning
Egypt’s best chance in a bitter defeat that provoked
widespread dismay throughout the football-mad nation.
“I’m really sad. Nobody expected we would go out at
this stage. We thought for sure our team would reach
the final,” said Mohamed Alaa, a 17-year-old fan from
Cairo. Amr Kamel, 23, said he was “disgusted” by the
team’s abject failure. “We expected better than that, that
we would win, especially given the competition is being
played in our country. We are really disgusted.”

The sense of shame prompted Egyptian FA president
Hani Abou Rida to sack coach Javier Aguirre and
announce his own resignation out of “moral obligation”
just hours after the defeat, paving the way for a vast
shake-up within the organization. Aguirre came in for
criticism for his management of the side during the Cup
of Nations, with Egypt legend Wael Gomaa accusing
the Mexican of having “no tactics or strategy”.

But Gomaa did not point the finger at Salah, saying the
team’s failure was due to a lack of strength in depth.
“Counting on just two or three players? That’s impossible
in football,” he told BeIN Sports. “I will not blame Salah.
Salah has played at the highest level throughout the season
for more than 60 matches, and honestly, he provided what
he is capable of doing with the national team.”— AFP 
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maintaining relations with rivals Saudi Arabia and
Iran - a key backer of Assad. Abdullah visited
Damascus in 2015, Syria’s official SANA news agency
reported at the time, to discuss ways to “resolve the
crisis in Syria”.  During a visit to Oman last year,
Syria’s Muallem praised Muscat for taking “supportive

positions towards Syria at various Arab and interna-
tional forums”, the state-run Oman News Agency
reported.

Syria’s once rocky ties with the region are on the
rebound. The United Arab Emirates reopened its
embassy in Damascus late last year after years of clo-
sure, and Syria’s relations with Bahrain and Jordan
have also improved. But Saudi Arabia remains hostile
to Assad, who has made a military comeback with mili-
tary support from Russia since 2015, clawing back
almost two-thirds of the country. Syria’s multi-fronted
war has killed more than 370,000 people and dis-
placed millions since it began with the repression of
anti-government protests in 2011. — AFP 

Oman diplomat 
meets Assad in...

TEHRAN: Iran said yesterday it was set to
breach the uranium enrichment cap set by an
endangered nuclear deal within hours as it
seeks to press other parties into keeping their
side of the bargain. The Islamic republic also
threatened to abandon more commitments
unless a solution is found with parties to the
landmark 2015 agreement. London said Iran
had “broken the terms” of the accord and
along with Berlin urged Tehran to halt its
advance towards breaching the cap.

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif said that Tehran could further scale back
its commitments, but “all such steps are
reversible” if European countries deliver on
their part. The move to start enriching urani-
um above the agreed maximum purification
level of 3.67 percent comes despite opposi-
tion from the European Union and the United
States, which has quit the deal. President
Hassan Rouhani’s order to exceed the thresh-
old would be implemented “in a few hours”
after the last technical details were sorted,
Iran’s Atomic Energy Organization
spokesman Behrouz Kamalvandi said live on
state television.

Rouhani initially flagged Tehran’s inten-
tions on May 8, exactly a year on from US
President Donald Trump abandoning the
multilateral deal. The Iranian president has
said the move is in response to a failure by
remaining parties to help Iran work around
biting sanctions reimposed by the US. The
arch-rivals have been locked in an escalat-
ing war of words with Washington blaming
Iran for a series of attacks on tanker ships
and Tehran shooting down an American sur-
veillance drone, raising fears of a conflict
that both sides have said they want to avoid.

Deputy Foreign Minister Abbas Araghchi
yesterday singled out Iran’s declining oil sales
and the effect of financial sanctions as the
main issues that needed to be solved, or
Tehran would further step back from its
nuclear commitments. “We hope we can
reach a solution otherwise after 60 days we
will take the third step as well,” he said,
adding that Tehran would give further details
at an “opportune moment”.

Iran has previously threatened to also
resume building as of July 7 a heavy water
reactor - capable of one day producing plu-
tonium - in Arak in central Iran, a project that
had been mothballed under the agreement.
However since Iran delivered its ultimatum on
the Arak reactor “good technical progress”
had been made with parties to the deal on
modernizing the reactor, convincing Iran to
postpone its decision, Araghchi said.

The 2015 deal was reached between Iran
and six world powers - Britain, China, France,
Germany, the United States and Russia - and
saw Tehran agree to drastically scale down its
nuclear program in exchange for sanctions
relief. Washington began reimposing sanc-
tions in August 2018 and has targeted crucial
sectors including oil exports and the banking
system, fuelling a deep recession. Kamalvandi
said Sunday that Iran’s Atomic Energy
Organisation was fully ready to enrich urani-
um “at any amount and at any level” if
ordered to do so. A top advisor to Iran’s
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei hint-
ed Friday it could reach five percent. The 3.67
percent enrichment limit set in the agreement

is far below the more than 90 percent level
required for a nuclear warhead. Iran says that
it is not violating the deal, citing terms of the
agreement allowing one side to temporarily
abandon some of commitments if it deems the
other side is not respecting its part of the
accord.

Britain and Germany said Sunday they
were coordinating with other partners to the
deal. In separate statements, their foreign min-
istries called on Iran to “stop and reverse all
activities inconsistent with its commitments”.
French President Emmanuel Macron told
Rouhani of his “strong concern” over the risk
of weakening the nuclear agreement during a
telephone call Saturday, according to a state-
ment from the Elysee Palace. However,
Macron pledged to “explore by July 15 the
conditions for a resumption of dialogue
between all parties”.

Iran says it exercised “strategic patience”
for a year after the US withdrawal, waiting for
the remaining partners to make good on
promised economic benefits. Trump has
warned Iran that it is “playing with fire” by
scrapping limits set by the accord.—AFP 

Tehran set to exceed nuclear
deal uranium enrichment cap

TEHRAN: (From left) Iran’s Atomic Energy Organization spokesman Behrouz Kamalvandi, govern-
ment spokesman Ali Rabiei and Deputy Foreign Minister Abbas Araghchi give a joint press confer-
ence yesterday. — AFP 

People jump into the Mediterranean Sea in the French Riviera city of Nice yesterday. — AFP 

LONDON: Britain’s ambassador in
the United States has described
President Donald Trump and his
administration as “inept” and
“uniquely dysfunctional”, according
to leaked diplomatic memos pub-
lished by the Mail yesterday.
Ambassador Kim Darroch reportedly
said Trump’s presidency could “crash
and burn” and “end in disgrace”, in
the cache of secret cables and brief-
ing notes sent back to Britain seen by
the newspaper. “We don’t really
believe this administration is going to
become substantially more normal;
less dysfunctional; less unpredictable;
less faction riven; less diplomatically
clumsy and inept,” Darroch allegedly
wrote in one dispatch.

The paper said the most damning
comments by Darroch described
Trump, who was received by Queen
Elizabeth II during a state visit to
Britain just last month, as “insecure”
and “incompetent”. A memo sent fol-
lowing the controversial visit said the
president and his team had been
“dazzled” by the visit but warned
Britain might not remain “flavor of
the month” because “this is still the
land of America First”.

He reportedly wrote that the
“vicious infighting and chaos” inside
the White House - widely reported in
the US but dismissed by Trump as
“fake news” - was “mostly true”.
Darroch is one of Britain’s most expe-
rienced diplomats whose posting in
Washington DC began in Jan 2016,
prior to Trump winning the presiden-

cy. The Mail on Sunday said the
memos, likely leaked by someone
within Britain’s sprawling civil serv-
ice, cover a period beginning in
2017. In one of the most recent
reported dispatches filed on June 22,
Darroch criticized Trump’s fraught
foreign policy on Iran, which has
prompted fears in global capitals of
a military conflict, as “incoherent”
and “chaotic”.

He allegedly said the president’s
assertion that he called off retaliatory
missile strikes against the Iranian
regime after a US drone was shot
down because it risked killing 150
Iranians, “doesn’t stand up”. “It’s
more likely that he was never fully on
board and that he was worried about
how this apparent reversal of his
2016 campaign promises would look
come 2020,” Darroch reportedly
stated, referring to the next presi-
dential election.

Britain’s Foreign Office did not dis-
pute the veracity of the memos. “The
British public would expect our
ambassadors to provide ministers
with an honest, unvarnished assess-
ment of the politics in their country,”
a spokeswoman said. “Their views are
not necessarily the views of ministers
or indeed the government,” she
added, noting “we pay them to be
candid”. “Our team in Washington
have strong relations with the White
House and no doubt that these will
withstand such mischievous behav-
ior,” the spokeswoman said of the
potential fallout from the leak. — AFP 

Top British envoy in US says
Trump administration ‘inept’


